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Eternity Is Now in Session 2018-09-04
something in us is waiting for what we don t know something different something better for
christians perhaps the deepest expression of what we re waiting for is found in the phrase
eternal life but what is eternal life why do we want it and how do we know if we have it in
eternity is now in session bestselling author john ortberg dispels the myth that eternal life is
something way out in outer space that we can only hope to experience after we die and that being
saved is merely about meeting the minimal entrance requirements for getting into heaven instead
john unpacks the reality that the moment we trust christ we are initiated into eternal living
with god as a here and now reality one that will continue beyond our life on this earth jesus
defined eternal life just once in john 17 3 that they may know you the only true god and jesus
christ whom you have sent the kind of knowing god that is eternal life is an interactive
relationship not just an affirmation of certain facts about god once we begin the transformative
journey of truly knowing god we can start to experience his presence favor and resurrection power
right here on this earth in the details tasks and challenges of daily ordinary life and as we
begin to know god this way we ll realize each moment of our lives is a vehicle to the eternity we
ve been longing for all along

This Is Eternal Life 2013-11
people search for meaning and purpose in life in all sorts of ways jesus made a powerful and
important statement in his prayer to god the father in john 17 3 this is eternal life that they
may know you the only true god and the one you have sent jesus christ this is eternal life
explores how jesus described eternal life from the perspective of the word of god and shows how
it impacts one s quality of life in the here and now presented in a bible study format this is
eternal life discusses what it means to be saved by grace empowered by the spirit and set apart
by god for service it covers four life essentials for christian living fellowship the word of god
prayer and stewardship this is eternal life weaves the author s personal experiences with
insights from scripture and connections to illustrations and daily life it offers a practical
look at salvation and eternal life and describes how one can live life to the fullest by trusting
god
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Eternal Life 2007
eternal life is based on my life which was rescued from the darkness of pain and desperation one
day when darkness was heavier than ever light erupted as lightning on a stormy day and stripped
away darkness eternal life will help you comprehend that eternal life is not only an existence
that you will experience after death eternal life is a life style you can start enjoying today
every one of us exists eternally but not everyone lives an eternal life because this takes place
in the invisible world in order to enter into the eternal or invisible world mankind must be
endued with an eternal force this force will empower him to face the invisible world just beyond
our natural earthly knowledge the spanish version of this book can be viewed here vida eterna

Eternal Life 2019-10-11
eternal life is a 1896 treatise by scottish writer henry drummond on the subject of eternal life
with reference to christianity and contemporary science rev prof henry drummond 1851 1897 was a
scottish biologist evangelist lecturer and writer he had an incredible religious influence on his
own generation and his sermon the greatest thing in the world is still popular within christian
circles other notable works by this author include natural law in the spiritual world 1883
tropical africa 1888 and the greatest thing in the world an address 1890 many vintage books such
as this are becoming increasingly scarce and expensive it is with this in mind that we are
republishing this volume now in an affordable modern high quality edition complete with an essay
on eternity by john charles ryle

Eternal Life 2021-03-16
eternal life by henry drummond published by good press good press publishes a wide range of
titles that encompasses every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to
forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read
each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e
readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high quality digital format
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The Gift of God Is Eternal Life 2016-12-28
according to christian doctrine what happens to those who have died while traditionally it has
been said that one group of people spends eternity in heavenly happiness while another group
experiences conscious unending torment in hell there are other christians who believe in
alternativesthat hell is simply a separation from god that the lost are simply annihilated and
not subject to torment or that actually in the end all will be reconciled to god and live in
heavenly glory the gift of god is eternal life explores a five century journey that traces the
development and dispersal of the doctrines of universalism and conditional immorality in a
compelling narrative collection of short stories beginning from when these doctrines were merely
whispered about or published anonymously to the days when traveling evangelists preached them in
the new and growing american republic these engaging vignettes show how this once intense debate
between christians has evolved into modern times where such ideas can be freely discussedeven in
mainstream television and evangelism do infants who die prior to an age of accountability receive
salvation and are those who have never heard the christian message simply doomed what about loved
ones who die without having embraced the christian gospelor those who believe in less traditional
christian dogmas and institutions the gift of god is eternal life can help both believers and
nonbelievers understand the implications of these theological perspectivesnot just in an
afterlife but in their own lives here and now

Road to Eternal Life 2013-09-17
this book was written to help all born again christians to believe that eternal life begins in
our present life on earth and continue on into the world of eternity it is designed to impress on
the minds of all humankind that those who are considered their enemies will respond and repay
them in kindness as a friend accordingly the chosen subject the road to eternal life was selected
in order to broaden my knowledge and understanding of christian believers concepts as to why
eternal life can be lived in our present day journey on earth and it is a viable truth in gods
plan of salvation also this research is devoted to find out what concepts theories and beliefs
already exist in this area in addition my goal was to read and understand the history why jesus
christs teachings are the way the truth and everlasting life for all who repent of sins and
believe his gospel in addition my purpose is with the intent to gain a new perspective and pursue
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efforts to add new thoughts and ideas and to strengthen prior ones in relation to the kingdom of
god which concerns the future and the end of time furthermore to pursue efforts in detailed
reviews of other book data that contain ideas concepts and key theories of biblical opinions of
gods eternal life plan then analyze and evaluate these sources information and evidence used in
their conclusion likewise consider the values of other source ideas theories concepts practices
that are useful in todays religious culture similarly there is the desire to pursue creative
innovations efforts which set forth new theories never before revealed on the subject of eternal
life in addition my efforts are directed to provide accepted meaning and strength and theories
that already exist likewise the primary design of this research is 1 to determine what claims are
made by major sources in traditional work 2 to determine if these prior sources actually report
viable data and evaluate and assess the validity of their arguments given for rejection
acceptance of eternal life 3 to determine what ideas theories and practices are based on
inductive and deductive practices

Eternity Is Now in Session Participant's Guide 2018-09-04
a 5 session journey to discover what it really means to be saved for christians perhaps the
deepest expression of what we re waiting for is found in the phrase eternal life but what is eter
nal life why do we want it and how do we know if we have it in the eternity is now in session
participant s guide bestselling author john ortberg takes you on a radical journey of rediscovery
dispelling the myth that eternal life is something way out in outer space that we can only hope
to experience after we die instead john unpacks the reality that the moment we trust christ we
are initiated into eternal living with god as a here and now reality one that will continue
beyond our life on this earth we can truly know god experiencing his presence favor and
resurrection power right here on this earth in the details tasks and challenges of daily ordinary
life and as we begin to know god this way we ll realize each moment of our lives is a vehicle to
the eternity we ve been longing for all along note this is a companion piece to the eternity is
now in session dvd experience 9781496431684 and john ortberg s book eternity is now in session
9781496431646
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What Is Eternity? 2006-11
if you re curious about life after death what is eternity christian perspectives regarding
eternal life will help you understand this often complex and challenging topic author donald a
noffsinger writes from a christian perspective but also includes the various beliefs on eternal
life from hinduism buddhism islam judaism humanism deism mormonism jehovah s witnesses
scientology and other leading world religions noffsinger compares the beliefs by the god of
abraham religions judaism islam and christianity and explores the various references to eternal
life made by jesus christ during his time here on earth what is eternity also delves into the
teachings of the apostle paul and suggests that we can learn from people who have had near death
experiences along with a discussion of heavenly rewards and other concepts noffsinger tackles the
difficult issue of purgatory instructs how to preserve your body for early resurrection and
illuminates what the old testament says about eternity further your knowledge about eternal life
with the easy to understand look at the foundations of christianity

The Path to Eternal Life 2012-04-24
the path to eternal life gives comfort to those who are in need of god s presence by giving clear
descriptions of how the doors to the kingdom of heaven are always open and how we can enter by
accepting jesus christ as our savior the text explains the presence of the holy spirit and aids
in understanding our relationship with god and jesus christ this book is a must read for the
seeker and new christian it s also a good reminder for the mature christian that we should never
take our salvation for granted soundly based on the word of god each chapter topics are supported
with verses of relevant scripture the path to eternal life is not deep in philosophy religion or
difficult doctrine it s simply from the heart of a man who knows the true meaning of once lost
and now walking the path of righteousness based on the bible the path of life is a well written
book that will be a great blessing to all who seek this path to its fullest henry shares his
testimony that plants a seed nurtures and reaps it is important that we all share our individual
testimonies to help guide the lost to the path to eternal life this book closes with precious
testimonies of a few who have made the choice to live for christ and discovered their true
purpose in life
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What Is Eternal Life? 2015-06-25
excerpt from what is eternal life and this is life eternal that they might know thee the only
true god and jesus christ whom thou hast sent john 17 3 after all words are not very adequate
vehicles for the expression of thought this phrase life eternal for instance doubtless brings up
in your mind and in mine varying ideas as to what is included therein and yet if you and i do not
get from this phrase the meaning which christ the speaker intended it should bear we must
necessarily have a false idea or an entirely inadequate one of what it really means it is quite a
usual custom for people to import into written words their own conceptions instead of taking from
a verse of the bible that meaning which christ put into it they put into the verse their own
conceptions and imagine that they are getting christ s meaning when this is not the case at all
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

How Can We Attain... ETERNAL LIFE 2010-12-17
eternal life provides spiritual and inspirational insights on why god provided humans the fi nal
destiny with him from the present world situation man does not seem to know who he really is
where he came from and where he is going after his time here on earth ends man is called to be
part of the people of god but he has to say yes to this call in the end forever you and i will go
to heaven or hell period says a preacher the decision is yours heaven or hell to go to heaven
however one has to listen and obey our lord jesus christ the eternal word

What Shall I Do to Inherit Eternal Life? 2013-06
a certain ruler posed to jesus the most important question ever asked good master what shall i do
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to inherit eternal life luke 18 18 the man came to the right person jesus is god and therefore
his answer to that question is authoritative this book examines jesus surprising answer and
definitively explains how one inherits eternal life this is a book about god s revelation to man
except for the holy bible this is the most important book you will ever read

Eternity and Eternal Life 1993-11-15
the newtonian concept of time has been changed by einsteinian insight yet the einsteinian world
view might make it difficult to appreciate traditional concepts of eschatology like heaven and
hell death and immortality life after death and resurrection last day and final judgments because
these expressions presuppose a pre einsteinian view of the universe since theology cannot remain
unaffected by the new research in concepts of time eternity and eternal life tries to express the
eschatological faith of the church by using the time language of our age to achieve this it
provides an overview on the research in the nature of time done in geology cosmology physics
biology psychology sociology history and philosophy and proposes a notion of time for timely
christology and for timely eschatology by using the singularity event as literary form horvath
scrutinizes how christ s time can lead to the times of all existing realities through death to
eternity this is a pioneering work one that needs to be tested in the community of interested
readers it is a communal search for an understanding of life death and eternal life not only in
the light of abstract ideas and cultural linguistic doctrines in the world of religions but also
in the light of science and especially of a person as the horizon of understanding for both time
and eternity christ as the eschatological union of time and eternity becomes the work s unifying
focus and its paradigm which solves recognized problems and opens our minds to new ones

The Conception of Eternal Life 2014-06-17
the very reverend dr milan g popovich was born in banat serbia in 1896 and emigrated to the
united states in the late 1920s with degrees from oxford university and the university of
pittsburgh father popovich was a pillar of the serbian orthodox church he was a priest educator
builder and musician the industry and determination of the late father popovich are impressed
deeply in the memories of the orthodox faithful although well known among many of the serbian
orthodox church he is far less known outside that sector the conception of eternal life is an in
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depth look at spirituality and eternal life written by father popovich in 1922 while he was a
young student of theology at oxford university you will learn how father popovich s experiences
at oxford helped formulate his faith father popovich died in 1975 but his legacy continues the
conception of eternal life can strengthen the faith of all who believe in god

The Gift of God is Eternal Life 1966
drawing on a lifetime of wisdom new york times bestselling author and controversial religious
leader john shelby spong continues to challenge traditional christian theology in eternal life a
new vision in this remarkable spiritual autobiography about his lifelong struggle with the
questions of god and death he reveals how he ultimately came to believe in eternal life

Eternal Life: A New Vision 2009-09-01
seeks to understand and defend the concept of eternal life and our human longing for fulfilment
and happiness

The Emergence of Eternal Life 2013-09-26
this is eternal life takes you on a journey of discovering how you can begin experiencing heaven
on earth today you will learn how to receive eternal life and how to give those around you a
taste of its reality from page to page you will be captivated by the simplicity of the gospel and
the extravagant love god has for you and the world most of all you will come to know and
experience what it means to have eternal life

This Is Eternal Life 2019-04-06
life is the most important possession we have without it there is nothing only by the
resurrection at the second coming of christ will anyone have life after death after the
resurrection the fate of those who are in christ 1 eternal life romans 6 23 2 shall inherit
eternal life matthew 19 29 3 after the judgment they shall go away into eternal life matthew 25
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46 4 will have eternal life john 3 5 5 christ will raise them up on the last day john 6 40 6 will
be immortal after the resurrection 1 corinthians 15 5156 7 will have incorruption 1 corinthians
15 42 8 will have glory 1 corinthians 15 43 9 will be like christ we shall be like him for we
shall see him even as he is 1 john 3 2 10 are heirs according to the hope of eternal life titus 3
7 11 will have a spiritual body 1 corinthians 15 44 12 and as we have borne the image of the
earthly the earthly flesh and blood body of adam was made to live on this earth but it cannot
inherit the kingdom of god 1 corinthians 15 50 we shall also bear the image of the heavenly shall
be like the spiritual body of christ for life in heaven 1 corinthians 15 4756 13 will never
perish john 10 28 14 forever with the lord 1 thessalonians 4 17 15 many mansions in my father s
house in my father s house who is in heaven matthew 5 16 5 45 5 48 6 1 6 9 7 21 10 3233 are many
mansions i go to prepare a place for you

A Resurrection to Immortality 2011-04-14
the question about life after death has puzzled and tormented humanity for eons and must be
addressed by every generation recent investigations in medical research have increased and
focused attention on old beliefs about the meaning of life and beyond during an era dominated by
rationalism and a materialist mind set even raising the question about surviving death has been
an embarrassment to some theologians but is there eternal life and if so what is this supposed to
mean at a time when our present life is continually improving progressing to increasingly higher
standards and better quality these are some of the topics considered in this book the author
discusses the medical philosophical and theological problems that arise from a consideration of
these age old questions and presents a thought provoking analysis of the modern dilemma of the
rethinking of ancient problems

Eternal Life? 1984
rom 12 2 i beseech or beg you by the mercies of god that you present your bodies a living
sacrifice holy and acceptable unto god which is your reasonable service you ll never make eternal
life unless you have this eternal life and eternal fire insurance which is jesus christ now s
your planning and preparation time while you are living for after death it will be too late jesus
christ is the only insurance we have and it s unlike any other insurance policy for it can t be
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canceled unless we cancel it ourselves you must be born again be faithful unto him and endure to
the end in him he will not walk away from you but you can walk away from him if you choose to
walk away from him and be unfaithful and follow him then you cancel your insurance policy sin
will cause you to lose your eternal life and fire insurance with jesus christ rom 6 23 the wages
of sin is death the gift of god is eternal life and his son jesus christ is your insurance policy
for he is your salvation and your keeper you can t purchase this policy for jesus paid for it
when he gave his life on the cross you can have it for the asking him to come into your heart and
life and be your lord and savior believe trust and follow him to the end it is a free gift to all
who will accept it i am a born again believer and my greatest desire is to please god i praise
him for calling me and keeping me through all of the trials i ve encountered i have a made up
mind and my eyes are fixed on him i m looking for jesus to come any day now are you ready

Eternal Life and Eternal Fire Insurance 2015-02-26
eternal life is more than enjoying heaven for eternity it is more than living forever i
discovered what it was by looking up the actual words in the vine s expository dictionary then i
actually heard some teaching on the subject describing it as the life that god has in himself
that he gives to every true believer to have in themselves i knew i had been born again and
become a child of god but i didn t know why finding the truth about eternal life explained that
to me i have learned that eternal life can extend its domain to the physical body this side of
the grave john g lake during a great plague in south africa walked in the light of romans 8 2 for
the law of the spirit of life zoe eternal life in christ jesus has set me free from the law of
sin and death plague germs died in his hands as verified under a microscope the first bible
seminar that i taught as a young bible school student was on eternal life 1 joh 5 11 12 he who
has the son has life zoe and he who has not the son has not life zoe but the wrather of god
abides on him for 40 years i have walked in fellowship with this life

Eternal Life.....What Is It? 2014-02-10
the author invites all to understand the true meaning of eternal life through jesus christ
addressing once saved always saved the book offers keen insight from scripture from the old
testament to the new testament giving understanding that god and his son are eternal and that
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eternal life comes from above revealing this truth one will discover the aspects of eternal life
in jesus christ rich with scripture this book gives sound interpretation to the authenticity of
eternal life that is offered through salvation one will come to understand that life has an
eternal perspective in that humans are spirits within a fleshly body when the body dies the
spirit lives on the spirit is therefore eternal explaining that this eternal life is from god who
is the giver of all life on earth the author addresses the many questions that one may have about
eternal life one will find solid biblical answers through reading and understanding this book
giving all believers and non believers alike a monumental decision to make will they choose jesus
christ and choose life eternal life only comes from god the father and jesus christ

I Am the Eternal Life 2013-04
in this deeply personal and daring meditation eminent theologian j rgen moltmann challenges many
closely held beliefs about the experience of dying the nature of death and the hope of eternal
life moving deftly between biblical theological and existential domains moltmann argues that
while we know intimately the experience of dying both our loved ones dying and ultimately our own
death itself is a mystery are those who have died in fact dead if the dead are alive how or in
what respect when the dead awaken to eternal life who wakes moltmann s interrogations yield
surprising and beautiful fruits the living soul that awakens to eternal life is not a ghost in a
machine but the lebensgestalt the shape and story of a life its human and divine contexts its
whole drawing on themes from his oeuvre s entire arc resurrected to eternal life testifies to the
inner unity of moltmann s theology the cross the spirit the kingdom the end and the hope that
makes the end present here and now seasoned readers of moltmann will find in these pages a
capstone of a lifetime of theological exploration while those new to his complex thought will
find a concise and elegant entry point into his voluminous work

What is Eternal Life? 1910
this book examines the material that tells what jesus taught about eternal life before he was
crucified the work shows what he witnessed to his followers after he was resurrected finally the
work shows what his followers taught after he ascended from his followers sight
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Resurrected to Eternal Life 2021-04-13
think you know everything there is to know about the life that lies beyond this one think again
questions about life beyond death are always with us in this classic volume leslie weatherhead
answers personal and important questions about heaven hell and the future god has in store for us
eternal life is a quality and not just a quantity a quality of communion with god that clearly
begins now you know people talk about the afterlife and they say he s gone to be with god but he
has always been with god and the highest heaven doesn t mean that god exists in any fuller
measure it can only mean that our power of communion deepens but one of the marvelous things
about the christian gospel is that the offer of eternal life is here and now from chapter 1 check
out other resources by dr weatherhead including the will of god in the related products section
below

Responsibility for the gift of eternal life, compiled from
sermons preached chiefly at Row, 1829-31 1873
excerpt from eternal life this is life eternal that they might know thee the true god and jesus
christ whom thou has sent jesus christ perfect correspondence would be perfect life were there no
changes in the environment but such as the organism had adapted changes to meet and were it never
to fail in the efficiency with which it met them there would be eternal existence and eternal
knowl edge herbert spencer about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of
rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical
works
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The Unspeakable Gift 1884
do you know that you can rewrite your life right now yes you can it takes you by the hand from
where you are to where you should be it is not just a fantasy but a proven path that god can use
to give us the lift we so greatly desire you can turn your life around with the information that
you find in this book which is packed with nuggets of information that will help you to live the
life of your dreams both now and for eternity you can open your world to deep mysteries that give
answers to long standing issues of your life never forget that each encounter with destiny comes
along for a reason that will both aid and comfort you the first series on preparing for eternal
life our pathways to eternal life is not just an answer to the questions you have in your life
especially when caring for your loved one clients friends or others who are experiencing
suffering or end of life issues it can also be applied to a vast array of issues and situations
such as your marriage your life your finances your family your relationships and other challenges
this journey will bring out the genius that makes all of us special the book is based on the
insight and experiences of the author and has its roots in the word of god it comes to terms with
the realities that one faces and offers options for a way out of each predicament our pathways to
eternal life is an excellent road map to begin this process pastor adam bernal jubilee christian
center san jose our pathways to eternal life can bring help when struggling with end of life
issues pastor john headley gateway city church san jose

Eternal Life 2010-03-27
the science of eternal life is related to the electromagnetic energy that our brain produces
while we are living on earth this energy concept is tied to the miracles that that jesus christ
used to both influence and heal people the energy that we create while living on earth is
propagated at the speed of light in an ever increasing band without limit as it is propagated it
defines the characteristics of all the components of the universe according to the laws of
science that relate the interaction of electromagnetic energy with those components in addition
we share space with the energy of all the others who have lived on earth and are aware of their
entire life history to predict what our energy will provide for us the latest science on how our
universe was created is presented this science serves as a base for what we will see as our
energy propagates through the universe and beyond which is called the infinitum because eternal
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life is for such am incomprehensible period of time cosmic time is introduced which suggests that
trillions of years might seem like a day god is defined to be the master of all scence and in
gods capacity to control the infinitum an appreciation for how great god is extends far beyond
what our past experience has suggested this book follows the propagation of our energy through
the universe and beyond in light years there are about 70 colorful photos to aid the description
of what this will be like the background science of our universe is used to illustrate what
universes beyond ours might be like the bible is used to confirm the science of the infinitum and
the vision of our electromagnetic energy as it relates to life after death

Is There More? 2011-06-01
the guide to eternal life was written to show that the bible is the inspired word of god you will
see some of the evidences from astronomy archeology prophecies as well as some other examples
that point to that truth many people say the bible is just a made up story and does not have any
meaning for us there are thousands of archeological finds that give evidence to the authenticity
of the bible the unbelievers reasoning is to say the examples are coincidences how many
coincidences can you have before you begin to believe that maybe the bible is god s inspired word
the rest of the book points out what the bible says about man s nature and how that nature
affects his eternal destiny it points out what god has done for humanity and how we can acquire
god s gift for ourselves most people i talk to seem to think that believing in god going to
church and just being a good person will maybe get them eternal life with god the bible tells us
that these things have i written unto you so you may know you have eternal life this book tells
you what those written things are once you have accepted the bible as god s word you only need to
find out exactly what it says and accept it this book can make the difference where you will
spend eternity happy reading

Eternal Life (Classic Reprint) 2017-10-12
this book will enlighten your outlook on christianity
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Our Pathways to Eternal Life 2016-07-08
if i told you that there are only three things that you needed to do on a daily basis to be happy
as you toward eternal salvation in the kingdom of god would you believe me i believe this idea to
be correct and i hope to prove it to you in this book no i hope that you can prove it to yourself
as you read what i have to say what others have said and what the scriptures have to say about
this subject and as you try for yourself the three s s to happiness and eternal life you will
find that i may just be right

Eternal Life After Death 2014-05-29
a 5 session journey to discover what it really means to be saved for christians perhaps the
deepest expression of what we re waiting for is found in the phrase eternal life but what is
eternal life why do we want it and how do we know if we have it in the eternity is now in session
dvd experience bestselling author john ortberg takes you on a radical journey of rediscovery
dispelling the myth that eternal life is something way out in outer space that we can only hope
to experience after we die instead john unpacks the reality that the moment we trust christ we
are initiated into eternal living with god as a here and now reality one that will continue
beyond our life on this earth we can truly know god experiencing his presence favor and
resurrection power right here on this earth in the details tasks and challenges of daily ordinary
life and as we begin to know god this way we ll realize each moment of our lives is a vehicle to
the eternity we ve been longing for all along

The Guide to Eternal Life 2018-08-28
how is a person sure to be saved how can they build up assurance of salvation and reject a
profane life what can they do to overcome sin and please king jesus these sermons all have a
common thread running through them to show you how to lay hold of salvation in jesus christ
gifford is very precise in laying out what each text means as well as giving a careful and
thorough explanation taking ample time to bring to light practical perspectives on his texts in
this he will bring these topics home to your soul and you will be a better christian for reading
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him in his first sermon on taking hold of eternal life gifford explains charge them that are rich
in this world that they may lay hold on eternal life 1 tim 6 17 19 he will show you how to lay up
the good foundation you need in order to stand secure in christ at the judgement to come in his
second sermon on the three that bear record in heaven he explains quite thoroughly 1 john 5 7 13
there are three that bear record in heaven and three that bear witness in earth and between these
six there is scriptural and covenantal agreement concerning the manner of salvation the assurance
that one can have of it disciples of christ know that ye have eternal life and that ye may
believe on the name of the son of god in his third sermon on rejecting the blessing of god he
explains hebrews 12 16 17 let there be any fornicator or profane person as esau he is thorough on
the genesis narrative to show why esau was profane and how people today may also be profane
following esau s example his insightful comments in this sermon are exceedingly valuable and
ought to be read with great soul care his last sermon is on continuing in sin once a disciple is
converted romans 6 1 14 what shall we say then shall we continue in sin that grace may abound god
forbid can disciples sin can they sin big and still be saved he takes great pains and shows a
careful step by step explanation on what paul is teaching throughout the sixth chapter of romans
a chapter today often misunderstood and overlooked gifford is very easy to read yet exegetically
sound and practically deep may the lord bless you as you take time to study along with gifford on
how to lay hold of jesus christ for eternal life this work is not a scan or facsimile has been
carefully transcribed by hand being made easy to read in modern english and has an active table
of contents for electronic versions

Eternal Life 2004-09
discover the power of the six new testament doctrines discover the criteria by which you will
receive your rewards at the bema seat or suffer loss by fire discover the 3 000 year law that
john changed that went unnoticed this is a 19 lesson study guide that is easy to read and easy to
understand that will empower and transform your bible study or church group

The Three S's to Happiness and Eternal Life 2015-05-14
can we really know for sure that we have eternal life many people are asking how can i have
eternal life how can i be saved and go to heaven how can my sins be forgiven how can i have peace
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with god in how to have eternal life you will discover that salvation is simple to receive and
that anyone can have eternal life

Eternity Is Now in Session Participant's Guide with DVD
2018-09-04

Taking Hold of Eternal Life in Christ 2020-08-18

Eternal Life Principles & Beyond 2015-07-06

How to Have Eternal Life
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